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Television broadcasting covers a wide variety of programs and interpreting 
service plays a great role in facilitating many of them. Talk shows have risen in 
popularity in China with wider participation of international guests. Yet features and 
impacts of interpreting practices on talk show interaction have not been investigated. 
The author attempts to reveal impacts of the presence of simultaneous interpreters on 
two-party cross-lingual talk show interaction.  
The thesis includes five chapters. Starting from a background introduction to 
media interpreting and dialogue interpreting, Chapter I lists differences between talks 
show interpreting and media interpreting in general and proposes research questions. 
In Chapter II, talk show is defined and features of monolingual talk show 
interaction as well as roles of hosts and guests are examined, especially from the 
perspective of turn-taking.  
Chapter III focuses on interpreter-mediated cross-lingual talk show interaction. 
Features and extra challenges of cross-lingual talk show are listed and possible 
impacts resulting from the presence of simultaneous interpreters on interaction are 
predicted with analyses. Roles expected to be fulfilled by interpreters are listed. 
Chapter IV uses a case study, a simulated two-party talk show with simultaneous 
interpreting, to examine and verify presumptions of impacts in Chapter III. In addition, 
some emerging issues from the case study which have not been covered in the 
previous chapter are discussed.  
Chapter V gives a concluding summary of previous chapters and impacts of the 
presence of interpreters on talk show interaction are summarized. The presence of 
interpreters tends to impact the interaction in terms of turning taking, time gaps, 
overlapping talk, cultural gaps, adjacency pairs, styles and chances of 
misunderstanding.  
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